
5th CAPRI Evaluation meeting, Utrecht. 
 
A very productive and dynamic 5th CAPRI evaluation meeting was held in the peaceful 
and welcoming old city of Utrecht on April 17-19 2013 (http://www.capri2013.nl/ ).  
Thanks go to Alexander Bonvin and Marc van Dijk and colleagues, for their masterful 
organization of the event and its friendly spirit. 
 
A report on the Round Table discussion on CAPRI’s future directions can be found at: 
http://pdbe.org/capri 
 
Blogs and comments on the meeting by e-ScienceTalk can be found at: http://gridtalk-
project.blogspot.nl/, and for an article on the meeting published in iSGTW see: 
http://www.isgtw.org/feature/protein-power-capri-2013 
 
The CAPRI Management Committee. 
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CAPRI Round Table Discussion 
5th CAPRI evaluation meeting Utrecht, 2013 

Report 
 
 

 CAPRI Management Committee composition: planned changes 
It was announced that the CAPRI Management Committee (MC), which was at the 
helm of CAPRI since its inception will undergo the following overhaul: 
 
Joel Janin, Lynn Ten Eyck and John Moult are stepping down. Joel in particular 
was praised for the key role he played in making CAPRI a success by overseeing 
the collection of CAPRI targets and the organization of the prediction 
experiments.  To replace the three outgoing individuals three new MC members 
have been welcomed: Alexander Bonvin  (Utrecht University), Zhiping Weng  
(University of Massachusetts), Marc Lensink (CNRS, University of Lille). All 
three are well known members of the CAPRI community: Alexander, and Zhiping 
as active participants in CAPRI experiments, and Marc as the person assessing 
CAPRI predictions. It was also officially announced that Sameer Velankar (EBI 
Hinxton) is a full member of the MC. Sameer has been running the CAPRI web 
site at the EBI and handling the predictions since the departure of Kim Henrick. 
 
Thus the new composition of the CAPRI MC is: 
Alexandre Bonvin, Marc Lensink,  Michael Sternberg, Sandor Vajda, Ilya 
Vakser, Sameer Velenkar, Zhiping Weng, Shoshana Wodak 
 
 

 Continue the diversification of CAPRI scope to include: 
 

 
  -Interface predictions 
  It was agreed to take on such predictions. Suggestions were made to have 

the interface predictions submitted at the same time as the server  
predictions, and make these predictions available so that other groups 
can use them for their docking predictions. Further consultation with the 
CAPRI MC will likely be needed before this plan can be implemented. 

 
  -Interface water predictions, whenever possible 
  It was agreed to pursue interface water predictions whenever 

possible/appropriate. But it was felt that clearer assessment goals 
should be defined 

 
  -Protein-peptide; protein-oligosaccharides; protein-RNA;  
                              protein-DNA?? 
  It was agreed that such complexes are of key biological importance 

Having them as CAPRI targets should foster progress in developing 



The computational tools required for docking and scoring these more 
divers systems. At the same time the evaluation criteria for such 
targets need to be worked out in consultation with the CAPRI  
community, preferably in advance of the evaluation.  

   
 
  -More affinity challenges: what we can/want to evaluate 
  Affinity prediction experiments were also seen as a useful future  
                           direction in CAPRI, but here too this would require to better define 
  the criteria and measures used to assess such predictions.  
 

 More standardized formats for target description: providing only  
              sequence information; at the same time requiring submitted models to 
              adhere to a standard format (e.g. standard sequence residues numbering). 
 There was unanimous support for stricter enforcement of a standardized  
              format  for submitted models. 
 

 Targets with multiple components: assess individual associations/interfaces? 
It was agreed to continue with the assessment of individual (pairwise) 
associations for such targets. 

 
 How to increase the number of CAPRI targets? 

 
-Target committee  (TC) (2-3 individuals) sharing responsibility for 

                             collecting targets and evaluating target suitability; for PR etc.. 
   The target committee (TC) will be organized by Shoshana Wodak,  

 with the help of the MC committee. It was suggested that the TC  
 should include a crystallographer who would be willing to promote 
 CAPRI within the structural biology community.  
 These plans were well received. 

 
  -Scan on-hold structures at the PDB for complexes  
                            (≤3  different protein chains). 
  Was deemed a good idea 
 
      -Scan PDB entries in last 2-3 years for complexes, identify the 
                 most active groups, and having CAPRI TC contacting these groups to 
    solicit submissions. 
    Was deemed a good idea 
 

-Continue online PR ‘banner’ campaign : CCP4, PDB, other? 
 Likewise deemed a good idea 

 
 How to find financial support for CAPRI activities… finally? 

 



  -Big challenge! 
 
   -Best bet: integration with larger EU- or Intl projects  
                            (Integrative modeling? Large scale molecular complexes….??) 
 
  MC members and other CAPRI community members will look into 
  various options in the coming months. 
 
 
 


